
Fits any budget: With DECODON Consumable you pay only for the 2D gel images or data 
sets you really analyze or want to present.

� Use state-of-the-art 2D gel analysis software Delta2D without the up
investment. 

� Use impressive visualization software Paver without the up
investment.

� Great when your lab is getting started with 2D gel electrophoresis.

� Also great when you just rarely want to visualize data with Paver.

Pay

DECODON Consumable 

How it works

1. Order Consumable credits*
Each credit will allow you to activate one image for the analysis with Delta2D. In Paver, the activation 
of each data set consumes one credit. Every hierarchy is one data set, also every data set leading to a 
certain visualization. We create a personal account for you to manage 

2. Get Delta2D and/or Paver
Now you can download the software, and with the consumable license file it is ready to use. 

3. Import and review your data 
Import the data that you want to analyze or visualize. You can review all data before deciding which 
should be activated. 

4. Activate your images**
You select the data and then login to your account in order to activate it.

In Delta2D, activation of each single image consumes one credit.
Exceptions:

� Also great when you just rarely want to visualize data with Paver.

� Service providers: share software cost with your customers.

� Split software cost between projects or collaborators.

� Always work with the latest software version. No time limit for use.

Exceptions:
• Fused images are free if you activate them in the session in which they are created.
• Images that have been activated in the same account before are free.

In Paver, the activation of each data set consumes one credit. Every hierarchy is one data set, also 
every data set leading to a certain visualization.
Examples:

• Activation of one hierarchy plus data sets for 3 single conditions will consume 4 credits and 
results in 3 visualizations.

• Activation of a hierarchy plus 2 data sets which shall be automatically averaged when loaded 
will consume 2 credits and results in 1 visualization.

Having activated your images you can analyze them whenever, wherever,
Delta2D Consumable you can always work with the latest full version
access to all the innovations we will deliver in the future. You can even
to colleagues who can continue to analyze the project with Delta2D Consumable

Contact us or place your order

Use our template quote and send us your order or contact us and request

We are looking forward to hearing from you!

* Each credit can either be used in Delta2D or Paver. Unused credits expire one year after date of purchase
** For activation your computer needs to have an internet connection. Paver demands an internet connection during the 
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